
CMA CGM Shipping Agencies Ukraine



CMA CGM+ Care: Protect Your Business

GUARANTEE

➢ SERENITY cargo value guarantee

➢ SERENITY container guarantee

➢ COLD TREATMENT guarantee

CARGO

➢ CLIMACTIVE controlled atmosphere

➢ REEFLEX liquid ready

➢ PHARMA reefer division

➢ AQUAVIVA seafood solution

➢ CONTAINER humidity control

➢ CONTAINER garment ready

➢ CONTAINER grade selection

SECURITY

➢ BARLOCK security device



Care: SERENITY Cargo Value Guarantee

What is Serenity Cargo Value Guarantee?

An extension to our B/L conditions, offering better

terms of compensation on the value of your cargo

damaged up to secured amounts, in case of loss or

damage to your goods during transit



Care: SERENITY Cargo Value Guarantee - Details



Care: SERENITY Container Guarantee

What is Serenity Container Guarantee?

A solution for our client to limit their liability in case

our equipment is damaged by the cargo inside or

while under their care, control and custody.



Care: SERENITY Container Guarantee - Details

In case of any unexpected damages to CMA

CGM’s containers that the client may be

responsible for, the client’s expenses will be

limited to 250 USD per container. Above this

amount, CMA CGM will not charge the client

any repair costs.



Care: COLD TREATMENT Guarantee

What is COLD TREATMENT Guarantee?

A commitment from CMA CGM to compensate the following

financial consequences for the client due to a cold

treatment failure: damage to the goods, additional costs for

a second cold treatment process, extra expenses (storage,

plugging costs, handling charges etc.), loss of profit,

rerouting expenses

How much does it cost?



Care: Barlock Security Device

What is a Barlock? It is an easy to manage device

installed on the container doors to secure our client’s

valuable and sensitive cargo

How much does it cost?

USD 80 per unit



CMA CGM+ Boost: Expand your business

TRADE

➢ NETWORKING intermediation 

services

VISIBILITY

➢ TRAXENS smart container

DOCUMENTATION

➢ BILL OF LADING paperless

AGILITY

➢ SEAPRIORITY Go



Boost: NETWORKING intermediation services

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

The commission of the service is 1% of the cargo

value to be charged to exporters.

The service is free for importers.

WHAT IS NETWORKING intermediation services?

With local presence in more than 160 countries, CMA

CGM is a global supply chain player with unique

knowledge of the market actors.

We aim at becoming your privileged partners, helping

you develop your business easily thanks to our

market knowledge.



Boost: TRAXENS smart container

WHAT IS TRAXENS smart container?

TRAXENS smart container is an innovative solution

aiming at bringing logistics excellence by improving

transparency, safety and cost efficiency. Standard

containers are permanently equipped with an electronic

device designed by our partner TRAXENS. This cutting-

edge technology generates and transmits near real-time

data about the movement and condition of your cargo

while in transit, even during inland transport



Boost: TRAXENS smart container - Details
TRAXENS device is permanently installed in our asset

and provides customer with an end-to-end visibility

service from empty pick up to container restitution. It

generates the most complete, timely and reliable

container logistic data in the market (Position GPS, Door

Opening, Movement, Shocks, External temperature)

available in the best in class multicarrier platform The

Traxens Hub

Which are the BENEFITS?

➢ Advanced visibility

➢ Lead Time Sensitivity

➢ Cargo quality

➢ Cargo security

➢ Supply Chain Optimization

How often GPS positions are generated?

➢ Every 2 hours when the container is in movement 

➢ After 17 minutes when the container stops

➢ Every 24 hours when the container is still (control GPS)

When are alerts generated?

Door opening, shock, device tearing / tampering,

geofencing is permanently recorded and pushed after 5

minutes for any event

How much does it cost?



Boost: PAPERLESS Bill of Lading

WHAT IS BILL OF LADING paperless?
It is the electronic version of the traditional

Bill of Lading. It confirms the receipt of

goods. It acts as the contract of carriage. It

is a document of title.

How much does it cost?

USD 35 per B/L



Boost: SEAPRIORITY Go

WHAT IS SEAPRIORITY Go?
A new CMA CGM+ service aiming to

guarantee priority equipment availability

and a no roll commitment from CMA CGM

How much does it cost?

SEAPRIORITY Go has a dynamic pricing

depending on the trade and period requested by the

client



CMA CGM Group Agent in Ukraine

CMA CGM SHIPPING AGENCIES UKRAINE Ltd.

Odesa

10 Bunina str., 5 floor

Tel.: +38 048 777 73 33

Fax: +38 048 784 7847

Mailto: oda.sales@cma-cgm.com

Kyiv

17/52А Bohdan Khmelnytsky str.,

Leonardo Business Centre 1, office 501

Tel.: +38 044 494 07 70

Mailto: kiv.vbezruk@cma-cgm.com

Dnipro

1A Pisarzhevskogo str., office 513 

Tel: +38 056 374 73 86

Fax: +38 056 374 73 89

Mailto: dni.dchernikov@cma-cgm.com

Kharkiv

120 Akademika Pavlova str., 9 floor, office 912

Tel.: +38 057 7280476

Mailto: hrk.avorvul@cma-cgm.com

www.cma-cgm.com/local/ukraine
https://www.facebook.com/pages/CMA-CGM-Shipping-

Agencies-Ukraine/
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Thank You!


	

